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A great leap

We’re amazed. And grateful. The leap from 12 teams last year to the 21 who have signed 
up for the tournament this year is a giant step for an event which aims to be Macau’s 
biggest - and hopefully best - example of Corporate Social Responsibility.

Yes, believe it or not, there are still people and corporate players out there who 
don’t realize this is the path to follow. But what an example our friends and patrons are setting with the 
help of Macau-based artists led by Art for All director, James Chu.

It hasn’t been easy, but all the work everyone has put in is just one more reason for the result to be 
so much sweeter.

In the following pages you will find the individuals and companies who have helped make this event 
a success. To a man and woman, they want a better Macau, a more socially conscious Macau, and, if 
possible, a Macau where everyone can achieve their goals while at same time build a better society.

Enjoy our 2nd Annual Macau Business Charity Golf Tournament. MB Team

Macau Business Charity Golf Tournament

08:30  Welcome Centre Opening 
  Team registration | Welcome Bag pick up 
09:00  Breakfast Buffet
09:56  Tee Off, First Flight
13:32  Tee Off, last flight
14:00  Lunch Buffet at Club House
17:30  Move to Westin pool Logia

Macau Business Charity Gala Night

17:30  Welcome Centre Opening 
	 •	Bar	Opening	at	Westin’s	Patio
  A variety of long and soft drinks, 
  and Stella draft beer will flow freely
	 •	Patrons	are	welcome	to	browse	through		
	 	 the	memorabilia	and	pieces	of	art	on		 	
	 	 auction	during	the	course	of	the	evening

19:30  Gala Buffet Opening
	 	 Enjoy	superb	French	Bordeaux	wines		 	
  supplied by Gourmet Fine Food  Group   
  and a delicious menu especially designed  
	 	 for	the	event	by	Westin	Resort’s	very	own		
	 	 Executive	Chef,	Mr.	David	Holliday

20:30  prize Awarding Ceremony
	 	 Prize	and	Beneficiary	Presentation	
	 	 of	the	2nd	Annual	Macau	Business		 	
	 	 Charity	Golf	Tournament	2008

21:15  Live Auction of world-class collectors  
  items’ by The Helping Hand Group HK
  Two Silent Auctions will be running   
	 •	Memorabilia	from	sports,	cinema		 	
  and music industries 
	 •	Art	artworks	from	local	painters,	AFA

21:45  Mini Raffle
	 	 A	sweepstake	of	prizes	to	be	distributed		
  among patrons

22:00  Live Music and Entertainment
	 	 Enjoy	our	finest	wines,	champagne,		 	
	 	 cocktails,	Cuban	cigars	and	indulge		 	
	 	 yourself	in	a	relaxed	atmosphere

All personal donations received during the 
course of the evening, as well as all other 
moneys raised by auction – live and silent – 
will benefit local charities and social projects.

F o R E W A R D
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Azinger masterplan 
bags Ryder Cup for US
Paul Azinger had been cooking up a scheme to win the Ryder Cup 
even before he was named the US captain, and the team 
he painstakingly put together carried it out to perfection When the finishing 

touches had 
been applied to 
America’s 16.5 to 

11.5 triumph over Europe - the 
first US victory since 1999 - 
Azinger and his players stumbled 
over themselves paying tribute to 
each other.

“Zinger in ‘10!” sang out Justin 
Leonard and Phil Mickelson, a 
nod to the chance that Azinger 
could get a rare second bite at the 
captaincy in 2010.

Azinger himself said he wasn’t 
yet sure he wanted one. But he 
sure enjoyed it this time around.

“You know, winning the PGA 
Championship was phenomenal 
for me. I was the best player not 
to win a major at the time and all 
that. Got monkeys off my back. It’s 
an individual achievement and I 
can share it with a few friends.

“This is bigger to me than 
anything I’ve ever been a part of,” 
he said. “I just can’t tell you, it was 
the plan coming together and the 
guys embracing it, and I had to sit 
back and trust these players to do 
what they do. And these guys were 
trustworthy.

“They embraced a concept, 
they embraced the pressure and 
they embraced this crowd, and 
they did it, not me. They did it.”

But Azinger, arguably, gave 
them the chance.

The United States has been 
the dominant force over the 
history of the Ryder Cup, which 
started as a contest between 
Britain and America in 1927 
and was expanded to include 
continental Europe in 1979.

But they had started to seem 
like Ryder Cup also rans, dropping 

the last three, and five of the last six, to 
the Europeans.

Europe won the last two by record 
nine-point margins, and Azinger knew 
that things had to change.

He shook up the US selection 
procedure, skewing the qualifying system 
toward those playing well in the build-up 
to the Cup. He demanded, and got, four 
instead of two wildcard selections.

once he had his players in place, 
Azinger sold them on his team-first 
philosophy and reaped the rewards.

He fans to play a role - calling the 
massive galleries his “13th man,” and 
played to the public with an aplomb that 
European counterpart Nick Faldo lacked.

“Captain, he was phenomenal all 
week,” said Ben Curtis. “He kept us loose 
and he kept us going.”

Azinger talked a lot about concepts 
and philosophy all week, about staying 
“on point” and “on message”.

But he managed the concrete details 
well, in such tricky things as the order 
in which he sent his players out for the 
Sunday’s deciding singles.

Faldo was criticized for putting some 
of his strongest players - British open 
and PGA Champion Padraig Harrington 
and in-form Ian Poulter and Graeme 
McDowell out late, and indeed the tie 
was decided by the time their matches 
finished.

Azinger said he made his decisions 
based on what he knew about his men. 
His decision to send out rookies Anthony 
Kim and Hunter Mahan first and second 
paid dividends with a point and a half, and 
two ensuing European victories over Phil 
Mickelson and Justin Leonard didn’t quiet 
the crowd with Kentucky natives Kenny 
Perry, JB Holmes along with fan favorite 

Boo Weekley were still on the course.
“I wanted my four aggressive 

personalities to go out first,” Azinger 
said. “I wanted my Kentucky players - 
and Jim Furyk and Boo - in the middle.

“And I wanted my steady, 
supportive kind of personality guys to 
anchor this team. That’s how I did it.”

Like everything else for Azinger 
this week, it worked like a charm. But 
Azinger, a 14-time winner on the PGA 
Tour, said it was the players who made 
the difference. 

“It’s not about wrapping ourselves 
in the flag, it’s about these guys gutting 
it out,” Azinger said.
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“They embraced a concept, they 
embraced the pressure and they 
embraced this crowd, and they did it, 
not me. They did it,” Azinger said



Garcia leaves Valhalla without 
a match win, two defeats and two 
halved matches, and individual 
disappointment to go with the pain 
of Europe’s defeat

0908

US rookie Kim gives 
Garcia a thrashing 
US rookie Anthony Kim thumped European Ryder Cup superstar Sergio Garcia 5 and 4 Sunday 
to complete the Spaniard’s disappointing outing in the intercontinental match play showdown

Garcia, just 28, came into the 
week boasting a stellar record 
of 14-4-2 in four Ryder Cup 
appearances, the best winning 

percentage of any European player to 
take part in at least three editions of the 
biennial event.

But Garcia leaves Valhalla without a 
match win, two defeats and two halved 
matches, and individual disappointment 
to go with the pain of Europe’s defeat 

around the Valhalla course.
“I got chills up my spine the whole 

day today,” he said. “I wouldn’t trade this 
for 10 million dollars.”

After they halved 14, Kim 
immediately headed toward the next tee, 
not realizing at first that the match was 
won. Then came a flurry of handshaking 
and hugs and waves to the jubilant crowd.

While singles have never been 
Garcia’s strongest suit, Faldo no 
doubt counted on his experience and 
enthusiasm when he sent him out first 
to spearhead Europe’s bid to make up 
a two-point overnight deficit on the 
Americans.

The ebullient Spaniard had been 
a thorn in the side of American Ryder 
Cuppers, not only with his ability to 
rack up points but also with his effusive 
celebrations.

When Garcia made snow angels in 
the fairway after Europe’s 2002 win, it 
prompted American Jim Furyk to say, 
“We lost to 11 gentlemen and one little 
boy.”

Four years ago in Detroit, American 
Chris DiMarco let it be known he found 
Garcia’s mid-match enthusiasm over the top.

There was none of that to be seen on 
Sunday. Instead, Garcia’s profile was as 
subdued as his game.

After he twice put his ball in 
the water at the par-five seventh, he 
was shepherded past thousands of 
cheering, chanting fans lining the hole 
by European Ryder Cup vice captain 
Jose Maria olazabal, who kept his arm 
around the shoulders of his compatriot 

after three straight victories.
European captain Nick Faldo even sat 

Garcia down for Saturday’s foursomes, 
saying he thought the Spaniard, who had 
been taking antibiotics to combat illness, 
could use a rest.

But Garcia was making no excuses.
“Today was a hard day because I 

was played against a guy that played 
awesome,” Garcia said. “Unfortunately 
I just couldn’t get anything right today. 

I feel like I had a good chance, but I 
couldn’t get anything right.”

Kim, with a crisp short game and 
solid putting, set the tone by opening 
with four consecutive threes - three of 
them birdies - to take a one up lead that 
he never relinquished.

The Californian, his red, white 
and blue USA rhinestone belt buckle 
twinkling in the sunshine, was buoyed by 
the massive galleries as he made his way 

as he made his way past the throng.
Garcia finally managed to win a 

hole at the 10th, but immediately gave 
that back with a three-putt at 11.

The Spaniard was unable to apply 
any pressure as Kim won the next two 
holes, and when they halved 14 it was 
all over.

“Seven and eight were huge,” Garcia 
said. “Then after that when it looked 
like I was trying to start to get back into 
it, that short miss on 11 kind of put the 
dagger in me.”
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World Sports



Ung Vai Meng

Live Auction
•  Beijing Olympic Torch from the 2008 Games. An amazing collectable, in unbelievable presentation box and display stand!
• Yao Ming signed and mounted in Perspex, official NBA Game Ball. The Biggest Superstar in World!
• Rolling Stones signed Fender Electric Guitar. The best item we have! Jagger, Richards, Watts, Wood
• Tiger Woods signed and framed US Masters Flag. Incredibly close to another Masters Win in 2008!
• U2 complete Band signed Fender Electric Guitar. Truly a magical item, framed w/lyrics. Our #1 selling Music item
• Manchester United signed, 2007/08 team Jersey, winners of Premier League & dethroned Chelsea!
• Muhammad Ali framed Boxing Glove. Fantastic Box frame, hand signed by ‘The Greatest’!
• Roger Federer ULTIMATE collectable! Signed Tennis Racquet as used by Roger in amazing Box framed

Silent Auction
• Batman TRIPLE dose. A large signed photo of Batman – Christian Bale, framed with Heath Ledger as ‘The Joker’
• Cheng Cong fu signed 8x10 photo, the Chinese A1 GP driver and star of Formula 3, prior to A1 Debut
• Cristiano Ronaldo signed and framed 2 photo piece, Portugal and Manchester United Megastar!
• England Cricket World Cup 2007 Squad Signed Cricket Bat. Pietersen, Flintoff, Vaughn…
• Ernie Els signed and framed photo – the 3 time Major winner including 2 x US Opens and 1 x British Open, has lent his signature  
 to this magnificent piece
• Floyd Mayweather Jnr. signed and framed Glove, framed with action photo. Pretty Boy Floyd has signed this piece, celebrating his   
 miraculous 39-0 career record
• Frankie Dettori signed and framed Lithograph. The World’s Greatest Jockey celebrates the best ever day for a Jockey in History!
• Jack Nicklaus signed, framed triple photo piece. ‘Golden Bear’ 16 times Major winner
• Lang Lang the legendary Chinese Pianist - beautiful signed and framed tribute photo
• Liu Xiang -signed and framed running Spikes with action photo in 3D Box Frame. The hero of Beijing!!
• Maradona Argentina Official Jersey. Signed by ‘The Hand of God’. Incredible Box frame
• Michael Schumacher signed Ferrari F1 Racing Glove, framed with action photos, etc
• NZ All Blacks framed print. Featuring the most feared men in World Rugby. An exceptional and affordable piece!
• PELE signed, framed original 1960’s Jersey. Just 250 made, w/photo of Pele signing! Nearly Sold Out
• Vijay Singh signed photograph. One of golfing’s best!

Art for All (AFA), an art troupe dedicated to artistic development 
in Macau, is setting up an educational fund by the end of this year 
for local artists who wish to study art both in the region and abroad. 
AFA’s 10 artists will be donating 20 of their works comprising 
paintings, sketches, photographs and prints to the evening auction as 
part of the charity event and proceeds will be for the troupe’s future 
development including the soon-to-be-launched educational fund.
Apart from AFA’s St Paul’s Fine Art Gallery that opened in Macau 
in December 2007, a two floor contemporary art centre will be opened 
on october 4 in Beijing’s newest artistic area, “Beijing 318 Art Garden”. 

1110 M a c a u B u s i N e s s c h a r i t y a u c t i o N

Konstantin Bessmertny

Konstantin Bessmertny
Bianca Lei Sio Chong

James Chu Cheok Son

James Chu Cheok Son

Tong Chong

Ng Fong Chao

José Drummond

Cindy Ng Sio IengUng Vai MengJames Chu Cheok Son
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RGB, established in 1986, is 
a leader in Casino Gaming 
and Amusement Leisure 
Equipment in Asia. RGB has 

a wide range of key brands and products 
from around the globe that appeal very 
strongly throughout Asia.

RGB handles manufacturing, 
refurbishment, technical support and 
maintenance and management services 
for operation of gaming and amusement 
machines, sales and marketing of 
gaming and amusement machines  
and equipment, sales and marketing 
of security surveillance products and 
systems for local and overseas markets.

our goal is to be an integrated 
gaming solutions specialist in the region 
that provides an optimized recreational 
experience for customers. We aim to 
govern our organization in line with 
the legalities of the trade to sustain our 
credibility in the industry. Research and 
development will be a core tool used to 
gain insights, intelligence and operational 
directives that will be used by our 

RGB – The Legend, 
as Asia’s Gaming Solutions Provider

business units to advance and provide 
better solutions. 

 RGB highly qualified and well-
trained technical teams strategically 
based in key locations throughout Asia to 
ensure the best services are rendered to 
customers. Its coverage provides valuable 
24-hours on-call service to meet the 
demands of this competitive industry.

 RGB has been successful in securing 
exclusive rights to distribute brands of 
gaming machines which amongst others 
include Ainsworth, Atronic and WMS. 
RGB also has an exclusive distributorship 
with Wells-Gardner, a leading 
manufacturer of video displays and 
LCDs. Founded in 1925, Wells-Gardner 
Electronics Corporation is a global 
manufacturer of video displays including 
LCDs, digitally-controlled monitors and 
analog monitors. 

RGB also designs and manufactures 
our own home-grown brand of 
slot machines marketed under the 
RGBGames name. With Japanese 
technology and our own RGB expertise, 

we have tailor made our slot machines to 
keep up with the ever changing needs and 
demands of operators. We have obtained 
GLI Certification for our latest 15 reel 
games Kabuki, Carmen, Red Dragon, 
Doggie Treats, Golden Statue which 
we foresee will be well sought after once 
released in the Macau Market. 

To keep at the forefront of the 
Asian Gaming Market and offer casino 
operators the solutions they need to 
increase profits, we have joint ventures 
with the successful UK-based developer 
Xtale Ltd, premier Italian gaming table 
makers – Abbiati and leading US based 
table layout manufacturer Sibel Inc. 

At the leading edge of gaming 
technology, Xtale Ltd is a pioneer in 
Server Side Gaming and has created 
a new platform that allows players to 
enjoy live gaming from the comfort of 
their gaming terminal whilst giving 
casino gaming operators a powerful new 
marketing medium to engage customers 
with advertising, sports and gaming 
statistics. 

RGB-Abbiati manufactures and 
distributes casino equipment ranging from 
tables, wheels, chips, plaques and jetons 
to accessories. Customised tables to suit 
individual customer needs is the trademark 
of Abbiati as well as their high-quality 
chips which allow up to 64,000 colour 
combinations as well as numerous security 
features. 

RGB-Sibel offers nylon synthetic 
layouts with the latest digital technology 
printing process which is able to bring 
brilliant gaming layouts in assorted 
colours to the casino floor. Its high 
quality nylon material resists tough stains 
and high usage durability - an asset for 
any popular table game. 

RGB truly delivers the best in gaming 
solutions and grows in strength with 
every year! 
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The Westin Resort Macau is 
situated on the southern tip 
of Coloane Island overlooking 
the spectacular Hac Sa Beach.  

The eight-storey grand complex, which is 
terraced into a lush mountainside, features 
Macau Golf & Country Club’s 18-hole 
tournament-style golf course on its rooftop 
and commands stunning views of the South 
China Sea.  

The Westin Resort Macau offers 
208 suites and rooms (average 66 sq. 
meters), each opening out to a private 
terrace overlooking the South China Sea, 
Hac Sa Beach or the Coloane National 
Park. With just a 20 minute drive from 
the Macau Ferry Terminal, 10 minute 
drive from Macau International Airport, 
downtown shopping and entertainment 
centre, and only 5 minutes away from the 
newly developed Cotai Strip.  The Westin 
Resort Macau is an ultimate retreat that 

Westin Hotels & Resorts, 
with 121 hotels and resorts in 31 
countries and territories, is owned by 
Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, 
Inc. and was ranked “Highest in Guest 
Satisfaction Among Upscale Hotel 
Chains” in J.D. Power and Associates 
2004 North America Hotel Guest 
Satisfaction StudySM.” 

Starwood Hotels & 
Resorts Worldwide, Inc. is one 
of the leading hotel and leisure companies 
in the world with approximately 850 
properties in more than 95 countries 
and 145,000 employees at its owned 
and managed properties. Starwood® 
Hotels is a fully integrated owner, 
operator and franchisor of hotels and 
resorts with the following internationally 
renowned brands: St. Regis®, The Luxury 
Collection®, Sheraton®, Westin®, Four 
Points® by Sheraton, W®, Le Méridien® 
and the recently announced aloftSM 
and ELEMENTSM Hotels. Starwood 
Hotels also owns Starwood Vacation 
ownership, Inc., one of the premier 
developers and operators of high quality 
vacation interval ownership resorts. For 
more information, please visit 
www.starwoodhotels.com.

The Westin Resort Macau
1918 Estrada de Hac Sa, Coloane, Macau
t 853.2887.1111   f 853.2887.1122
westin.com/macau

About The Westin 
Resort Macau

suits everyone from couples and families 
to corporate groups.   

The Westin Resort Macau is recently 
awarded as Best Business Hotel, Best 
Service Hotel and Most Luxurious Hotel 
in Macau by MasterCard Worldwide’s 
“The Best of 2006” Awards. The resort 
is also voted as the Best Resort in Asia by 
Hong Kong Business’s prestigious High 
Flyers outstanding Enterprises 2005 
Awards and once again nominated as 
“preferred choice of accommodation of 
travelers to Macau” by Frequent Traveller. 
Recent accolades include Best Business 
Hotel in Macau SAR by Business 
Traveller; Number 1 resort in Greater 
China region and 7th Best Resort in Asia 
by Asia-hotel.com; Number 1 resort 
in Greater China region by Asia’s Best 
Hotels & Resorts; One of top 7 seaside 
resorts in China by National Geographic 
Traveler.   



IGT - International Game Technology

IGT-International Game Technology is a global company specializing in the design, development, 
manufacturing, distribution and sales of computerized gaming machines and systems products. We 
strive to maintain a diverse portfolio of gaming products that span a wide range of categories and target 
customer markets with a variety of games, platforms and systems, offered across gaming jurisdictions 
worldwide. We derive our revenues in two ways, either from the sale (product sales) or placement 
(gaming operations) of our gaming products, services and/or intellectual properties. operating 
results reviewed by our chief decision makers encompass all revenue sources within each geographical 
customer region. We currently view our business in two regional operating segments,  
each incorporating all types of revenues.

 iGt - the riGht teaM i 

Bill Stefanakis Sales Manager

Darrin Carlson Slots Manager – Venetian Macao

Gary Hann Director of Slots Operations - Venetian Macao

  iGt - the riGht teaM ii 
James Geere Regional Sales Manager – IGT Asia

Peter Johns Director of Slots Operations – MGM Grand Macau

Michael Krispli Ass. Operations Manager, Slots – Venetian Macao

Mocha Clubs (“Mocha”), established in Macau since 2003, is a pioneer of Electronic Gaming 
Entertainment in Macau. At the time, Macau was predominated by traditional and old fashioned 
betting games. Mocha Clubs took the opportunity to create a brand new experience to gamers with a 
series of innovative and top quality electronic gaming machines from around the world which offers a 
contemporary entertainment enjoyment to the broadest spectrum of patrons and visitors. Being the 
pioneer, Mocha now operates about 1,000 electronic gaming machine units, which allows them to 
maintain an unrivalled leadership position in the lucrative electronic gaming market among the non-
casino-based operations.  
 

Constance Hsu Chief Operations Officer

Michael Tjendra GM, Gaming Floor Operations

Anthony Yip GM, Gaming Product & Planning

Mocha Clubs

Mocha cLuBs

17



Wynn Macau
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Aristocrat Technologies

Wynn Macau is the first Las Vegas-style integrated resort in Asia. The hotel features 600 hotel 
rooms and suites, a unique choreographed performance lake, 5 fine-dining and casual dining 
restaurants led by a team of top chefs, a lounge & bar area, a spa, an outdoor heated swimming 
pool, 22,000 square feet of multi-purpose convention facilities, approximately 130,000 square feet 
of casino gaming space, and 26,000 square feet of retail space that houses the largest variety of 
international luxury brands in the city. The resort is located in the heart of Macau, adjacent to the 
Macau-Taipa Bridge and approximately 10 minutes drive from the Macau Ferry Terminal and 15 
minutes drive from the Macau International Airport. 

  wyNN Macau a 

Dave Williamson Operations Controller

Ken Lee Vice President - Premium Marketing (China)

Stuart Ivins Manager - Count Team

  wyNN Macau B 

Scott Peterson Vice President, Chief Financial Officer

Correira da Silva General Counsel and Secretary

Graham James Table Games Wynn Club - Shift Manager

Aristocrat Technologies is a leading manufacturer of gaming entertainment in Asia and around the 
globe. After more than 50 years of industry presence, Aristocrat’s unique portfolio of innovative 
gaming products has evolved to include electronic gaming machines, systems, venue services and 
ancillary equipment. Aristocrat operates throughout Asia from its Asia Pacific head office in Macau 
and has a substantial presence in the Macau and surrounding markets. The latest  Hyperlink 
products like Loco Loot and Golden Goals are placed in the surrounding Casinos as well as a range 
of top performing games like 50 Dragons, 5 Dragons and 50 Lions entertaining the new Asian 
Slots players. Aristocrat continues to deliver “ The Power of performance” through its innovation 
and creative game varieties and its dedicated support to the Asia Pacific region. At Aristocrat, it’s all 
in the game.

Matt Wilson 

Colin Edwards Project Manager – Gaming FF & E

Don Hallmark Director of Slots – LVS

aristocrat



RGB, established in 1986, is a leader in Casino Gaming and Amusement Leisure Equipment in Asia. 
RGB has a wide range of key brands and products from around the globe that appeal very strongly 
throughout Asia. RGB handles manufacturing, refurbishment, technical support and maintenance 
and management services for operation of gaming and amusement machines, sales and marketing 
of gaming and amusement machines  and equipment, sales and marketing of security surveillance 
products and systems for local and overseas markets. our goal is to be an integrated gaming solutions 
specialist in the region that provides an optimized recreational experience for customers. RGB highly 
qualified and well-trained technical teams strategically based in key locations throughout Asia to 
ensure the best services are rendered to customers. Its coverage provides valuable 24-hours on-call 
service to meet the demands of this competitive industry.

Steven Lim Tow Boon Group Executive Director

Chuah Kim Chiew Group Executive Director

Honourable Guest

Banco Nacional Ultramarino S.A. was founded in Lisbon, Portugal, in 1864, and starts its operations 
in Macau in 1902. Both as a commercial and issuing bank Banco Nacional Ultramarino has strongly 
contributed  over the past century to the economic and social development of Macau. on  March 28th 
2001 the merger of  Banco Nacional Ultramarino  and Caixa Geral de Depósitos  through incorporation 
of Banco Nacional Ultramarino  into Caixa Geral de Depósitos was announced. In accordance with 
the merger plan the Macau Branch of Banco Nacional Ultramarino has become a bank incorporated in 
Macau and a wholly owned subsidiary of Caixa Geral de Depósitos, as of July 1, 2001. Banco Nacional 
Ultramarino provides a range of banking products and services including credit cards, personal loans, 
investment services and corporate banking facilities delivered through a variety of distribution channels 
and supported by an efficient customer  service.

  BNu / Macau BusiNess 

Wee Peng Siong General Manager | Orient Golf (Macau) Club

Paulo Azevedo Publisher & Founder | Macau Business

Luis Pereira Executive Director | Macau Business

RGB

BNU - Banco Nacional Ultramarino S.A.
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SJM Holdings Limited

Melco Crown Entertainment

SJM Holdings Limited is the holding company of Sociedade de Jogos de Macau S.A. (SJM), one of six 
companies authorized to engage in the exploitation of casino games of fortune and other games of chance in 
casino, under the terms of a concession granted by the government of Macau in March 2002. SJM is the only 
locally-rooted company operating in the casino gaming industry in Macau. SJM currently operates 19 casinos 
located in prime locations in the Macau Peninsula and Taipa Island and convenient to principal entry points. 
Gaming operations are comprised of VIP table gaming, Mass Market table gaming and slot machines.

Alastair Dick Ass. Casino Manager

Tony Lynch Gaming Shift Manager

Darren Buckingham Gaming Shift Manager

City of Dreams is being developed by leading Nasdaq-listed entertainment company, Melco Crown 
Entertainment Limited (ticker “MPEL”) and will be an integrated entertainment resort that is sure to become 
the “must experience” destination in Macau. Combining electrifying entertainment, stylish nightclubs, an 
amazing array of accommodation, regional and international dining, world-class shopping and a spacious and 
contemporary casino, City of Dreams will usher in a new era of gaming and entertainment when it opens in 
Cotai during the first half of 2009. The resort brings together a dream team of world-renowned brands such 
as Crown, Hyatt, Hard Rock and Dragone to create an exceptional entertainment experience that will appeal 
to the broadest spectrum of visitors from around Asia and the world.

 

Greg Hawkins Chief Executive Officer

Phil Geappen Vice President – Cage, Count & Credit

Colin Edwards Project Manager, Gaming FF & E

Melco Crown Entertainment (“MPEL”), listed on Nasdaq, is a developer, owner and, through its sub-concession 
holding company, an operator of casino gaming and entertainment casino resort facilities in Macau.  Its first 
property, Crown Macau (www.crown-macau.com), opened in 2007.  other development projects include City 
of Dreams, an integrated urban casino resort located in Cotai, Macau.  MPEL’s business also includes the Mocha 
Clubs (www.mochaclubs.com), which feature a total of approximately 1,100 gaming machines in seven locations 
and comprise the largest non-casino based operations of electronic gaming machines in Macau. 
 

Greg Wheat Technical Director - MEP Services

Stuart Caitons Director - Cage & Count

John Walker General Manager | Property Services

casiNo GraNd LisBoa, sJM 

city oF dreaMs 

MeLco - crowN 

City of Dreams
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TCS J. Huxley

The Macau Coca-Cola Beverage Company, Ltd.

Tim Bondi Enterprise Limited

The combination of manufacturing excellence, with innovation and product development means that 
everything you need for the casino of the future is in one place - from quality, hand-crafted furniture 
to cutting edge technical equipment which enhances the gaming experience, profits and security.  
TCSJOHNHUXLEY has strategically based offices all over the world to provide personal service, 
after-sales service and technical support.  Ultimately, TCSJOHNHUXLEY are here to serve our 
customers with both products and experience - consultants for the casino business.  

 

Lee Martin General Manager  

Andrew Hanley TransAct | Sales Manager, Asia Pacific

George Lazenby Galaxy Entertainment | Operations Manager

The Macau Coca-Cola Beverage Company, Ltd., serving Macau since 1949, a bottling system 
member belongs to the Coca-Cola Greater China. We are: The biggest beverage company and 
the dominate beverage marketer with the highest market share, market coverage and penetration, 
numbers of beverage system establishment in Macau SAR; The only beverage company in Macau 
providing customers with full marketing services supports, total sales integration services, full year 
distribution including the customer point-to-point supports, full beverage quality assurance, and 
beverage system counseling and installation.

 

David Largent Director | Sports Life Asia Ltd.

Cheng Siu Kit Tim Bondi Enterprise Ltd.

Choi Quo Leong 

Tim Bondi Enterprise Limited offers both Industrial and Commercial full laundry and dry cleaning 
services across Macau.  Not only we are a total turn-key solution provider with comprehensive 
packages and services, as well as an one-Stop Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services of Uniforms, 
Linen and Guest Laundry along with many more value-added services.  We promise to delivery 
first class standards to our clients as our enterprise believes that “our Reputation is from YoU”.

Joseph, Lam Tak Va President | Tim Bondi Enterprise Limited

Lei Chong Kai President | Zhu Hai Sun Hung Keng 

Kam Kar Yan VP | Zhu Hai Sun Hung Keng  

tcs J.huxLey
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Galaxy Casino S.A. was granted a gaming concession from the Macau Government in 2002 in Asia’s 
booming gaming city. Galaxy carefully designed its growth strategy to meet current and future market 
developments in a city undergoing an evolution unlike any other in the world and the result has 
seen Galaxy meet the diversity of both long and short term visitor needs, and become a landmark of 
Macau’s tourism sector. With the launch of four distinctive CityClub casinos dedicated to the lucrative 
VIP market, Galaxy entered the gaming industry, firmly stamping its brand in the market place. Major 
contributors to Galaxy’s ongoing success are its strong management team and exceptionally trained 
staff. Corporate citizenship is a priority and Galaxy prides itself on contributing to Macau’s economy 
through recruitment, social events and community service.

Charles So VP of Hotel Operations

Patrick So Executive Assistant Manager

Loke Nga Accounting Manager - Hotel

Darren Marlowe JINMEN Room Manager

Durham Jones System & Product Development Manager

Fritz Jerrold Lacap Pit Manager

Located next to the Galaxy Mega Resort (phase one to open in late 2008), the Grand Waldo 
Casino opened in May 2006 in Cotai, just a five minute taxi ride from Macau International Airport.  
This unique property with the Grand Waldo Casino at its centrepiece is joined by air bridges to 
both the Grand Waldo Hotel and the Grand Waldo Spa. The expansive open area of the gaming 
lounge is entertained daily by a live band, and several convenient dining options, all within the main 
casino hall, mean that the guest is never far from the excitement.

Gary Woollard Casino General Manager

Harold Tsakmaklis 

Wesley Stapleton 

 

Galaxy Casino S.A.

Grand Waldo Casino
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GaLaxy starworLd a

GraNd waLdo

GaLaxy starworLd B

MGM GRAND Macau, a stylish icon in the Macau skyline, is a development born of the partnership 
of two prominent industry leaders and innovators, Pansy Ho and MGM MIRAGE. MGM GRAND 
Macau hotel resort is a unique structure located on a prime waterfront site in Macau. With 600 rooms, 
this 35-storey hotel tower rises 154 meters into the sky, and as the shimmering glass of the building 
reflects the hues of the South China Sea, the shape of the hotel itself mirrors the rolling swell of the 
ocean surf. Separated into three distinct segments as the building rises skywards, it projects three brilliant 
shades of gold.

Graeme Croft Table Games Shift Manager

Richard O”Donnell Director of Surveillance

Riki Masteri Table Games Shift Manager

David Hart Table Games Shift Manager

Enrico Dovadola VP of Casino Operations

Nathan Carle Slot Operation Manager

 

Jose Carlos Angeja ADA CEO / Macau Airport Director

Stephen Weaver President | Las Vegas Sands Corp. Asia

Honourable guest 

MGM Grand Macau

Macau Golf Association

MGM 1

MGM 2
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Hole        Par 4   394 Yds. 
This pleasant opening hole requires a straight drive to avoid well-placed 
fairway bunkers. The second shot to a well-bunkered large green plays 
further than it looks, so ensure you have enough club.

Hole  2    Par 5   498 Yds.
A left to right dog leg par 5 requiring a long straight drive to get to the 
dog-leg and avoid the bunkers. Big hitters may reach the green in two. A 
well placed second shot is needed to open up the green for a short iron 
third. 

Hole        Par 4   332 Yds.
This very tight, rising par 4 needs an accurate tee shot to place the ball 
between the out of bounds and three bunkers. The elevated green makes 
club selection for the second shot very tricky.

Hole        Par 3   152 Yds.
This is a straightforward par 3 made 
awkward by swirling winds around the 
green. A definite birdie chance for any good 
iron player.

Hole         Par 4   474 Yds. 
An elevated tee gives the player a view of 
all the trouble to be negotiated. This hole 
requires a good long drive to allow the 
opportunity to try for the green tucked in a hazard protected hollow. 
Hole 5 is the toughest par 4 on the course, a real card wrecker. 

M a c a u  G o L F  &  c o u N t r y  c L u B26

Facts on the      
Golf Course
N ature herself created a magnificent setting for this truly unique 

golf course. With spectacular views over the picturesque Hac Sa 
Beach and the South China Sea, the course offers a wide variety 

of interesting and challenging playing conditions.
With various holes ranging from flat to undulating and with 

strategically placed bunkers and lakes, the golf course is memorable 
for the unique challenge that golfers are confronted with at every hole. 
The multiple varieties of trees, shrubs and natural vegetation also add 
seasonal color to the verdant splendor of the golf course making a great 
experience for every golfer regardless of one’s score.

Hole        Par 3   140 Yds. 
out of bounds on the left and water behind on the right 
makes this relatively simple hole harder to play than it 
should be. 

Hole         Par 4   317 Yds. 
out of bounds, ravines, a narrow fairway, and elevation 
changes make this short par 4 quite daunting. The sensible 
play is a long iron to the center of the fairway, which sets up 
a mid to short iron blind second shot to a well-bunkered 
elevated green. 

Hole        Par 4   370 Yds.
A definite birdie chance 
if you can avoid the 
fairway bunkers from 
the picturesque elevated 
tee. A small, very 
undulating green places 
a premium on pinpoint 
accuracy for the short 
iron second shot.

Hole        Par 4   405 Yds.
A straight away down hill par 4. If you can thread your tee shot through 
the fairway bunkers you find yourself with a mid to short iron down hill 
shot to a heavily bunkered sloping green. 

Hole        Par 4   396 Yds.
An intimidating tee shot that requires a fade to put the ball on the right 
side of the fairway. This sets up a mid-iron to a raised upturned saucer 
shaped green. Make par or better on this hole and you deserve a pat on 
the back.

Hole        Par 3   230 Yds. 
This is a tough par 3. Pinpoint accuracy with a long iron or fairway wood 
is your only chance of hitting this punishing green.

Hole        Par 5   574 Yds. 
This classic par 5 rises from tee to green and is a genuine three shooter. 
A booming drive is needed to carry the water, followed by an accurate 
fairway wood which will set up a mid iron third to a violently sloping 
two-tier green.

Hole        Par 5   536 Yds.
Trouble all the way down the right side makes accuracy rather than 
length the requirement for this hole. A good short iron third shot to the 
elevated green will set up a birdie chance if you can negotiate the swirling 
winds around the green. 

Hole        Par 3   201 Yds.
Trouble down the right, bunkers on the left and a small 
sloping green make this the toughest par 3 on the course.

Hole        Par 4   339 Yds. 
A long iron or fairway wood off the tee will set up a short iron 
over water to the sunken green. This pretty hole is a definite 
birdie chance.

Hole        Par 4   410 Yds.
Anything but a perfect drive will leave a second shot off an 
upward sloping lie to a long two-tier green with hazards 
behind and to the right. This seemingly simple hole can be a 
real card wrecker.

Hole        Par 3   225 Yds. 
This spectacular par 3 has an elevated tee 140 feet above a big 
green surrounded by cliffs and shrub land to the right and the 
South China Sea to the left. Anything other than the perfect 
tee shot will result in disaster.

Hole        Par 5   564 Yds.
Big hitters may risk going for this green in two, but sea, lakes, 
deep greenside bunkers and out of bounds usually forces a lay up 
second shot. This leaves a mid to short iron third over water to a 
sloping elevated green with out of bounds just over the back. 

Tournament Tees
Par 71  6,557 Yds.



History buffs, who enjoy swinging their clubs on 
fairways and rolling in the putts on the greens, are 
well informed that the history of golf goes back at 
least as far as the fifteenth century in Scotland.

In 1457, the game of ‘gowf ’ (as it was known then) was 
banned by Parliament under King James II as a distraction from 
military training. The ban would continue until the Treaty of 
Glasgow in 1502 ended the war between Scotland and England.

King James IV made the first documented purchase of golf 
clubs and records show that golf was played at Scotland’s (and the 
world’s) oldest existing golf course, Musselburgh old Links, as 
early as 1672.

Early golf clubs were likely to have been the crooks of 
shepherds or perhaps even just simple sticks. The first purpose 
made clubs were entirely made of wood most commonly with 
hazel shafts though the type of wood used for the clubhead is 
unknown. The shafts of these clubs would often look unwieldy, 
having to be rather thick.

In the early 1800’s hazel was to be replaced with ash wood 
with beech or blackthorn heads, having similar properties to 
their hazel counterparts. The Royal and Ancient Rules of Golf 
Committee, formed in 1897, did not legislate on club design 
until 1909. Information from the Golf Museum in St. Andrews 
show that in the 1820s, hickory wood was first imported into 
the United Kingdom from the US. It was originally intended 
for bows, wheel spokes and axe handles as it was found to 
be extremely tough, yet flexible and soon it became the main 
component to manufacture golf shafts.

The one-piece putter that dated back to the origins of golf in 
Scotland was crafted from a single piece of hardwood and had no 
seams, glue joints or laminated pieces. Each club is hand sculpted 
and sanded smooth. The head is then weighted and balanced.

A number of putters had been invented with springs inserted 
in the head, adjustable heads and rollers on the bottom of the 
club. The Royal & Ancient Rules of Golf Committee did not feel 
that these inventions were in keeping with the game, detracting 
from the skill element of the golfer.

James Braid, born in Earlsferry, Fife, in Scotland became 
a professional golfer in 1896, and pioneered the use of 
aluminiumheaded putters. Between 1909 and 1910 any clubs 
which featured mechanical contrivances or centre shafts were 

banned by the Royal and Ancient Rules of Golf Committee. 
After the US Golf Association accepted the use of steel shafts in 
1926, the Royal and Ancient Rules of Golf Committee followed 
suit in 1929. 

In order to ease the introduction of the steel shaft to a 
conservative golfing public, the earliest steel shafts were coated 
to resemble hickory. By the outbreak of World War II with the 
exception of putters, hickory shafts had been largely superseded 
by steel. 

In 1901, the controversial Schenectady style putters were 
created by Arthur F. Knight, an engineer at the General Electric 
plant in New York. An avid golfer, he was a member of the 
Mohawk Golf Club and built the first prototype clubs in the shed 
behind his house. By 1902 he had perfected his putter and its 

2928 f e a t u r e

then now

Legendary amateur 
Bobby Jones 
in action with his 
legendary putter, 
‘Calamity Jane’, at 
Winged Foot in 1930. 
Note how wristy his 
stroke is 
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first big success soon came in the hands of 
Walter Travis as he tied for second in the 
1902 US open.

In the 1903 US Amateur 
Championship, Travis was victorious with 
the Schenectady, which were made of 
wood, some with brass face plates. Ralph 
“Tug” Tyler sold his copy of the wood 
Schenectady with a single piece of brass 
bent 90 degrees to cover the face and the 
sole. The Kempshall company, whose clubs 
were moulded in black pyralin, added a 
Schenectady shaped putter in 1904.

The blade putter was the design of 
choice for most players in the early 19th 
century. Due to its light weight, players 
were able to better employ the “wristy” 
stroke technique that was common in 
the day. The popular blade putter of that 
period featured the traditional “long-nose” 
design, complete with authentic grooved 
hitting area, genuine hickory shaft and 
handwrapped leather grip.

The mallet putter was introduced 
in the early 1900’s and featured a larger, 
rounded head design that was heavier than 
the blade putter. Some players felt that 
the added weight would allow them to roll 
ball better with less effort. The mallet head 
design is still in use today. 

Calamity Jane is definitely not a 
name you would give your trusted putter. 
But Bobby Jones used it to win many 

tournaments. Created in 1900, it was first 
used by Jones in 1920 and was a simple 
offset putter. He replaced the putter with 
a duplicate in 1926. Made by Spalding 
and known as Calamity Jane II, this putter 
helped Jones win the last 10 of his major 
championships.

He later gave it to the USGA 
Museum, where it is now on public 
display. The original Calamity Jane is at 
the Augusta National Golf Club. Jones 
retired from competition after winning 
the Grand Slam in 1930 and became 
a consultant to Spalding. From 1932 
Spalding produced a line of clubs under 
Bobby Jones’ name, at first with both steel 
and hickory versions. The hickory version 
was discontinued after a year.

In the late 1950’s Karsten Solheim 
developed the ‘Ping’ putter, using heel 
and toe weighting in order to increase 
the sweet spot in an attempt to increase 
accuracy. The clubs were produced using 
investment casting, a technique where 
molten metal is poured into moulds 
allowing the weight distribution to be 
shifted away from the centre of the club 
leaving a cavity in the back.

The rich history and tradition of golf 
over the past 200 years reveals that there 
have been hundreds of different putter 
designs. In recent years the design of the 
putter has taken front stage in the golf 

equipment industry resulting in improved 
putting, with the best players in the 
world willing to move beyond traditional 
thinking in choosing the length of the 
shaft and the design of the putter head 
– which could be tinkered with to suit 
personal preferences of putting stances, 
styles and strokes.

Bernhard Langer and Vijay Singh are 
among the tour players who popularised 
the long putter (also known as the 
pendulum or belly putter) designed to be 
anchored at the chest or belly. Apart from 
the length, other considerations for creating 
new design of putters are to give the golfers 
every technology advantage including 
smooth stroke, good glide, sweet impact, 
and bounceless topspin ball launch.

Research and development has 
allowed manufacturers today to use space 
age technology to create putters. The use 
of new materials, different designs and the 
introduction of the feel factor has made 
the putter, a very personal choice.

But whether it is a pendulum, two-ball 
or blade putter that is used on the golf 
course, one cannot discount that it is the 
skill of the player to read the lines and 
contours and execute the smooth stroke 
that inevitably determines the score that is 
entered into the score card. But one needs 
all the help one can get…

* Courtesy of ParGolf

Ping founder 
Karsten Solheim 
revolutionized putting 
with his invention 
of heel-toe weighting
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One of Malaysia’s leading professional golfers, Danny Chia has faced many difficult situations on tour that required specific shot 
making techniques. In this instruction series, he shows how to execute specific shots and shares some game improvement drills

Different strokes 
for different speeds

on the Asian Tour, 
we encounter 
many types of 

greens as we travel to 
different countries and 
climates. We could be 
playing super-fast Bent 
greens in Korea one 
week, followed by grainy 
Bermuda greens in a 
tropical country the next 
week.

I have developed 
different techniques for 
dealing with extremely 
fast and slow greens. In 
the normal putting stroke, 
most of the movement is 
in the shoulder and arms, 
with just a little bit of wrist 
action.

When putting on a 
super-slick surface, I use 
what is sometimes called 
the ‘dead-hand putt’, where 
there’s no wrist movement 
at all. on super-slow 
greens, I use my wrist to 
generate the extra power 
needed to get the ball to 
the hole on long putts.

Here are some 
checkpoints for both types 
of putts.

* Courtesy of ParGolf

How to putt 
on super-fast 
and extremely 
slow greens
by Danny Chia*

Putt though using your shoulders 
and wrists, ‘releasing’ 
the clubhead for more power. 
Make sure that the putterhead 
is ahead of your hands

PUTTING ON FAST GREENS

PUTTING ON SLOW GREENS

Putt through towards the target 
with no wrist break

Ball position in centre of stance Start the backswing slowly with 
your shoulders only, making sure 
that there’s no wrist break

Ball position forward in stance, 
towards the left heel

Make the backswing with both the 
shoulders and the wrists;



The concept of this event is to stimulate Corporate 
Social Responsibility, a term local companies – save 
notable expectations – are not yet very familiar with.

As such, the first year was an uphill battle. We 
spent most of our time explaining to sponsors and patrons the 
need for companies to show their support to the local population 
– which is not benefiting from the rapid development Macau is 
currently facing.

one Year on
After an uphill inception year, the Macau Business 
Charity Golf Tournament and Gala Dinner 2008 
is bigger and  more successful

34

The golf event came natural. The sport is well know for 
it’s charitable connotations and since all of the big bosses play 
golf anyway, it was the perfect venue to get everyone, from all 
different areas of business – partners and friendly competitors 
–, together under a Charity banner.

on one hand companies are giving something back to the 
community and, on the other, getting the benefits of exposure 
that this event provides.

In the end, we were able to secure 3 major tournament 
sponsors last year: Mocha Clubs, The Westin Resort, and 
Hutchinson Telecom. And we had 12 teams playing at the 
Macau Golf and Country Club – from very different business 
activities: gaming to bankers, to automobile manufacturers.

The total tournament prize last year was HKD200,000. 
But, in the Macau Business Tournament, teams compete not for 
money for the naming rights of the institution they would like to 

forward their winnings to.
There were 3 money prizes last year: Team Aristocrat was 

the Tournament Champion and forwarded their 1st prize of 
HKD100,000 to the Macau Special olympics to develop our 
special athletes to compete earlier in Beijing; First runners up, 
Team BNU, forwarded the 2nd prize of HKD70,000 to the 
Macau Child Development Association - a social project which 
helps special children cope with their hardships; And Wynn 
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Local Rules and Conditions 
ToURNAMENT FoRMAT: 
3-Men Texas Scramble 

Men, blue tees; Ladies, red tees.

All team members take their shot. The captain of the team will select the best shot; the player will pick up the unselected 
ball and PLACE the ball within 6 inches of the position of the selected ball (no closer to the hole). Repeat the process 
until the ball is holed out. THE SELECTED BALL MAY NoT BE LIFTED oR CLEANED AND MUST BE 
PLAYED FIRST.

Teams must use a minimum of four tee shots from each player. Make note on the Scorecard, to indicate whose tee shot 
was selected on each hole.
 
There are Gross & Net Prizes, and handicaps will be calculated according to the double Peoria scoring system. In the 
event of a Tie, there will be a count-back on the last 9, 6, 3, 2, 1 holes.

LoCAL RULES

oUT oF BoUNDS: 
Defined by inside points at ground level, of large white stakes or white lines.

WATER & LATERAL WATER HAZARDS: 
Water Hazards are defined by yellow stakes or yellow lines. Rule 26 – 1 applies.

Lateral Water Hazards are defined by red stakes or red lines. Rule 26 – 1 applies.

When both stakes and lines are used to define water and lateral water hazards, stakes identify hazards and lines define 
margins.

When a lateral water hazard is defined only on one side, it is deemed to extend to infinity.

When water hazards and lateral water hazards are bounded by out of bounds, the hazard margin extends to and coin-
cides with the out of bounds line.

GRoUND UNDER REPAIR:
 Defined by white lines. Wild boar damage, Fire Ant Hills and French Drains are deemed to be ground under repair. 
Rule 25 – 1 applies.

CoNDITIoNS oF PLAY

TIME oF STARTING: 
Note under Rule 6 – 3 and Optional Condition as prescribed in Appendix I shall be in effect.

 PACE oF PLAY: 
The maximum amount of time allowed for a match is 2 hours on the first 9, and 2 hours 10 mins on the back 9.

A group losing more than 1 hole on the team in front or their place on the course will be placed ‘under the clock’. A stop-
watch will be used to time each player, who may not exceed the following time limits: 

– Time Limit of 40 seconds per shot, except where the player is the first to Tee Off, play a second shot on a hole, or putt.

The penalties for breach of speed of play rules are: 
– 1st Offence, Verbal Warning
– 2nd Offence, 1 shot penalty
– 3rd Offence, Disqualification from the tournament, and immediate return to the clubhouse.

Macau, 2nd runners up, gave their 
HKD30,000 to well known Tung Sin 
Tong.

No event is complete without a 
party, and that’s why we came up with 
the concept of the Gala Dinner: Patrons 
who didn’t play golf, or were unavailable 
to participate in the golf outing, also 
had a chance to give their support by 
attending the Gala Dinner – at 2,000 
dollars a plate –, a reasonable sum if 
you consider that all money raised by 
the event goes to charity, and the lack 
of tradition in these kind of events in 
Macau.

Besides the great meal, guests were 
able to bid in auctions of memorabilia 
from the Music, Movie and sports 
industries, as well as paintings from local 
artists. And off course, there was raffle of 
prizes from patrons, including a LV bag, 
air tickets, and resort experiences.

Now, this year, we are bigger, and 
hopefully more successful: We were 
able to secure 3 major sponsors, two 
of which believed in us right from the 
start: Mocha Clubs and The Westin 
Resort. 

Also sponsoring the event this year is 
RBG, a Malaysian based gaming group 
involved in many markets in Asia, and 
does supply most local casino operators.

Also, this year we had 20 team 
join the tournament, a significant 
jump from last year. We take it as a 
development of the local corporate 
culture which is now more conscious 
of the REAL importance of Corporate 
Social Responsibility. Again, the teams 
represent a wide spectrum of business 
activities.

So, come the big day, September 
26th, the morning is reserved for the golf 
tournament per say, which this year will 
proceed under the watchful eye of the 
Macau Professional Golfer’s Association.

The winners will be announced later 
that evening, during the Gala Dinner.

The Cocktail bar will open at 
17:30 for guests and patrons to browse 
through the items that will be on live 
auction later on (see program for details) 
And of course, we’ll have the traditional 
raffle...

We hope, in time, and as the event 
matures, to make the Macau Business 
Charity Golf Tournament and Gala 
Dinner “THE” Corporate Social 
Responsibility event of the year... with 
your support, am sure we’ll get there.
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Special	Prizes	by

Preoria System 
(also known as the Peoria System)
 
An artificial handicapping system used for one-time events 
where most of the competitors simply don’t have official 
handicaps. This occurs in corporate or charity events when 
many of the participants just don’t play frequently enough to 
maintain a handicap. 

So how is the tournament administrator to apply handicap 
strokes? 

Here’s how it works: 

Six of the eighteen holes are secretly selected as special holes. 
None of the competitors are supposed to know which of the 
eighteen holes are the special six. Those six holes should be 
two par threes, two par fours and two par fives. If you can, try 
to select one of each kind from the front and back nines. 

As each player finishes and turns in a score card, add up the 
scores on each of those six special holes. Multiply this total by 
three. Then subtract par for the course. The resulting figure 
serves as that player’s Peoria Handicap... just for use with this 
event. 

As with any handicap, subtract the Peoria Handicap from the 
player’s gross total to calculate the player’s net score, which is 
what you’ll be using to determine the winner.

Prizes
 
 
Nearest to the Pin (#17)
A marker will be placed on the green. If your ball finishes 
closer to the pin than the existing marker, move the marker 
to the location of your ball and write your name below the 
existing name stated there. The player who’s ball finishes 
closest to the hole will win the prize.

Longest Drive (#12)
A marker will be placed on the fairway. once you  
tee off and your ball lands on the fairway, further  
away from the tee than the existing marker you  
should move the marker to the location of your drive and 
write your name below the existing name stated there. The 
players (man & lady) who hit the longest drive will  
receive an award.




